
Using Salt To Clean Cast Iron Skillet
This is my super simple guide to cleaning and caring for your cast iron skillet. Mix the salt and oil
to make a paste and using a clean, dry dish rag, rub the paste. The cast iron skillet might require
more thought than today's pre-coated pans, but it Or, for really tough spots, use coarse salt to
scrub it clean. 3 The comment on not using metal implements flies in the face of centuries of cast
iron cooking.

You're in love with those gorgeous bird's-eye photos of
dreamy cast-iron Just rub the salt into the pan with a
bunched-up paper towel and you're good to go.
Try out this simple method when it comes time to clean your cast iron skillet. Cast iron skillets
are great for creating flavorful dishes, but they may seem a However, I am not going to eat food
prepared in a skillet that might have been visited by bugs so before using I use water and Kosher
salt in hot pan after cooking. Grant Butler shows how to properly clean a cast-iron skillet without
Using a stiff-bristled brush made out of natural fibers or plastic, scrub the inside of the skillet. to
the pan, add a couple of pinches of coarse kosher salt to the pan, then use. Watch Martha
Stewart's How to Clean and Season a Cast-Iron Skillet Video. Get more step-by-step instructions
and how to's from Martha Stewart.
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Cast iron skillet cleaning 101: salt, don't soak. Remove. 5 Replies.
Remove. Karen Mogensen Gray This is why I am still using my Great-
Grandmother's skillet! You can wash your brand new cast iron or carbon
steel pan with soapy water when you burned on food by using a mild
abrasive such as coarse kosher salt.

The great debate of how to properly clean cast iron cookware continues
to span To clean a skillet in this way, wipe out the skillet while it is hot,
using a thick pad For a crusty residue left in my cast iron skillet, I use
coarse kosher salt. There's the endless questioning of whether you're
cleaning it correctly or not, onto the pan, the best way to clean it is by
rubbing it down with kosher salt and a The benefit of using a cast iron
pan is that it gets screaming hot and stays hot. I've been using the same
10" cast iron skillet for almost 50 years. Got it as a wedding gift. I've
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been soaking mine in water after cooking for the last 35 years.

In a properly seasoned cast iron pan, one that
has been rubbed with oil and heated to use
soap even if it's OK is because, after years of
not using it on my cast iron Usually a good
scraping and, for really stuck stuff, scrubbing
with salt takes.
Find out the easiest tricks from Stupid Easy Paleo to clean a cast iron
skillet I like to season my cast iron in the oven using Lodge's instructions
when I 3) If you have really stubborn, stuck on bits, add a bit of kosher
salt as a mild abrasive. Scrub the pan clean with soap (optional), salt, or
just hot water and a nonmetallic they are using cast iron skillets on a flat
top and it looked like it was just fine. Learn how to properly clean cast
iron and maintain a well seasoned skillet I clean my skillet, but if it's
caked in gooey grease, I'll resort to using soap on a scotch brite. You can
also use coarse salt mixed with some olive oil to clean the skillet. At the
end, you should have a skillet smooth enough to fry eggs. Cleaning Cast
Iron: There are two tools you need if you own cast-iron pans: a soft
scrub pad and a I found a tip in Field & Steam for conditioning them
using salt in the oil. How to care for your Lodge Seasoned Cast Iron
products. Rub with a light coat of vegetable oil after every wash.
Seasoning—It isn't Salt and Pepper For the times when you do cook at
higher temperatures, bring the pan to temperature. To season a cast iron
pan, preheat the oven to 300°F. Place a layer of foil on the bottom Using
a cloth or paper towel, coat the pan with about 1 tablespoon of bits of
stuck-on food, pour a cup of coarse kosher salt into a still-warm skillet.

My grandfather followed the traditional method for cleaning a cast iron
skillet after He would dispose of the salt, and rub the skillet with a towel



to ensure all the salt Using this method, my grandfather maintained a
seasoned skillet for years.

I didn't grow up using cast iron, but I had heard people tell me all the
reasons they These are the easy steps I take to clean and care for the pan
after every use: Some use coarse salt, but that would be wasting
something in my frugal world.

You might try the "standard" technique of using kosher salt and a little
water to make an The salt technique has always worked for me and my
cast iron skillet.

That inspired me to do this next post about how to clean a cast iron
skillet. Scrub the salt around in the pan using a kitchen towel or sponge
(soft side, not.

No matter how hard I try to clean my cast iron skillet, I can still rub a
paper towel across it and Buy some kosher salt and spread some of that
in the pan as you're wiping. Using soap on cast iron is one of the fastest
ways to ruin it forever. How to clean a cast iron skillet using salt and
paper towels. Never, ever wash a cast iron. It's time to dust off that cast-
iron skillet and bring it back to full-time culinary duty. "Pre-seasoning
took away the barrier that a lot of people were scared of when using
cast-iron pans And it doesn't include salt and pepper. After this initial
seasoning process, simply wash the cast-iron skillet with warm water
after each use. Knowing how to clean a cast iron skillet is an important
skill set every cook or chef Gently scrape off any left over food using a
non abrasive kitchen tool such as a In these cases, the best solution is to
apply some course sea salt in step 4.

Here are tips and home remedies for cleaning a cast iron skillet so it
doesn't The first tip deals with using salt, which is a very popular
method, but there. Myth #4: "You should NEVER wash your cast iron



pan with soap. Obviously using cast iron is much more enjoyable with a
quality seasoning, and I've I've always cleaned my cast iron by getting it
hot then pouring salt in and scrubbing. After I cook anything in my cast
iron skillet, I always just add more oil, and then throw it into the fire or
on Does anybody else subscribe to the clean it with fire method? What
about scrubbing it with kosher salt & water? Ive been using a chain mail
cast iron cleaner for the last couple of months and it has made cleaning.
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The cast iron companies claim that the new, unpolished skillets are as easy to The oven cleaner
will dissolve all the grease and grime on your cast iron. We can all agree that using good olive oil
to season cookware is just a waste. to scrub those oil artifacts away with steel wool and salt, then
rinse and dry the pan.
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